A Markovian model of the RED mechanism solved with a cluster of computers
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Abstract

The paper presents a working example of distributed application which can be used to find stationary probabilities of states for queuing models – by generating a transition rate matrix and solving a linear system. The presented example is connected to the RED mechanism which can be used in the TCP/IP protocol to control packets flow. The paper also shows efficiency of the application with the use of a various number of computers connected with Ethernet.

1. Introduction

Queuing models of the communication networks are a versatile tool for investigating various characteristics of such networks – both in their project stage and during their exploitation and extension. Queuing models are able to represent properties of networks and can be relatively easily analyzed with simulation tools and numerical methods. Among many numerical approaches (mean value analysis [1], diffusion approximation [2], network calculus [3] and others) we are most interested in Markov chains [4-8].

Markov chains are discrete state space stochastic processes with an interesting feature (Markovian property). Namely, probabilities of the future states of a Markov chain depend only on their current probabilities – not on any past probabilities (Markov chains “lack of the memory” as it is sometimes colloquially said).

Stationary probabilities of Markov chain states (and thus states probabilities of queuing model and modeled system) are relatively easy to obtain from the following equation:

\[ \pi Q = 0, \]
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where \( \pi = (\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_N) \) is a vector of state probabilities (\( \pi_i \) is the stationary probability of the \( i \)th state) which is to be found (so \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \pi_i = 1 \) and every \( \pi_i > 0 \)); and \( Q \) is the infinitesimal generator of the given Markov chain. The infinitesimal generator is a sparse square matrix of the size \( N \times N \) where \( N \) is the number of the chain states. Each element \( q_{ij} \) of the matrix \( Q \) describes a transition intensity from the \( i \)th state to the \( j \)th state which is given by:

\[
q_{ij} = \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{p_{ij}(\Delta t)}{\Delta t},
\]

where \( p_{ij}(\Delta t) \) denotes a probability that the chain (model) being in the \( i \)th state will change its state to \( j \) during an interval \( \Delta t \).

The matrix \( Q \) is often shown as its corresponding transition graph of the Markov chain (as in this paper, Fig. 3).

One difficult issue about modeling with Markov chains are huge numbers of states and hence huge sizes of the matrix \( Q \) – millions of states are not impossible if we want to model a system with a good accuracy (better accuracy equals to more states).

Solving such a large linear system needs a great amount of computer memory and significant speed of computation. Such possibilities are offered by modern computer systems: vector and parallel machines, supercomputers, clusters and grids.

2. A model of the RED mechanism

One of the best known algorithms helping to avoid connection congestion is RED – Random Early Detection [9,10]. It is an active queue management mechanism implemented in buffers of IP routers. The RED mechanism drops packages not only when there is no place in the queue, but also earlier – with a variable probability. The way the RED works is following. When a new packet arrives to the buffer, a weighted average queue length \( n_{avg} \) is calculated:

\[
n_{avg} \leftarrow (1 - w)n_{avg} + wn,
\]

where \( n \) is the current size of the buffer queue and \( w \) is a fixed small positive real number. Next, the decision is made about the future of the packet. When there is no place in the queue, the packet is obviously dropped. Otherwise, the probability \( p_d(n_{avg}) \) of dropping the packet is given by:
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\[
p_d(n_{avg}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{for } n_{avg} < n_{min}, \\
\frac{n_{avg} - n_{min}}{n_{max} - n_{min}} \cdot p_{max}, & \text{for } n_{avg} \in (n_{min}, n_{max}), \\
1, & \text{for } n_{avg} > n_{max},
\end{cases}
\]

where \(m_{min}, n_{max}\) and \(p_{max}\) are fixed parameters (see also Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Probability of packet dropping in the RED mechanism

We proposed a queuing model for a buffer with such a mechanism (Fig. 2). The model consists of a source \(Z\) and three service stations \(B, A\) and \(N\). The source \(Z\) is a simple Poisson source (intervals between packets are distributed exponentially) but its intensity is not constant. First, it is an on-off source, which means that it can switch off (change its intensity to zero if its intensity is positive) with the intensity \(\mu_{off}\) or switch on (change its intensity to minimal positive if its intensity is zero) with the intensity \(\mu_{on}\). Moreover, intensity of \(Z\) (if it is on) can adopt values: \(\lambda, 2\lambda, 3\lambda, \ldots, L\lambda\) depending on the behavior of routed packets (see below).

The packet generated in \(Z\) is dropped (with the probability \(p_d(n_{avg})\) described above) which means that it goes to \(N\) (really it disappears but a negative answer
returns to packet’s source); or else the packet is taken – which means it goes to \( B \). Packets served in \( B \) go to \( A \) (which means they go on from the router to its destination, but acknowledgments go to packet’s source).

Stations \( A \) and \( N \) simulate a feedback. Namely, in real networks when a source gets an acknowledgment it increases its intensity by one step. However, when it gets a negative answer it halves its intensity. Such behavior is implemented in our model: when a packet leaves the station \( A \), the source \( Z \) (if it is on) increases its intensity from \( l \lambda \) to \((l+1) \lambda \) when a packet leaves the station \( N \), the source \( Z \) (if it is on) decreases its intensity from \( l \lambda \) to \( |l/2| \lambda | \).

All stations (\( B, A \) and \( N \)) have exponential service times.

The states of the described model can be represented by the vectors \((l,n_B, n_A, n_N, a)\) where \( l \) gives the current intensity of the source \( Z \) (or \( l = 0 \) when it is off), \( n_B, n_A, n_N \) are the numbers of packets waiting in respective stations and \( a \) is an auxiliary number approximating the weighted average queue length \( n_{avg} \) (\( a^* \) denotes its new value, changed after a packet arrival). Transitions between the states are schematically shown in Figure 3.

Such a model gives quite a lot of states – which is shown in section 4 (Table 1).

![Fig. 3. Transitions scheme for a Markov chain corresponding to the presented model of the RED mechanism](image)

3. A cluster application

We created and parallelized some algorithms suitable for finding states probabilities for such models as described in section 2.

First, we needed an algorithm which can generate the matrix \( Q \) from a simple description. Such an algorithm (and its implementation) was presented in [7,11,12]. Moreover, this algorithm is adapted to work in a distributed environment – for any kinds of computers connected with some network (especially clusters).
Our algorithm is a modified Breadth-First Search algorithm (an algorithm for traversing all the vertices of a graph) and it is based on the master-slave idea – one of the processes (machines) is a master (a kind of supervising process) and all the others are slaves (doing the actual work). Each slave generates its own portion of the transition matrix (states are divided into separate pools a priori). Each slave starts from a different state and generates all states adjacent to it – and so on. If it happens that the slave generates a state not belonging to it, then it sends the state to the respective machine (that owns the state). The master checks if all the machines finished the generation and when they did, it gathers (and then broadcasts) some summary information.

The slave algorithm for the generation of the matrix $Q$ is following.

1. Get from the master description (in the form of simple conditions) of the pools of states (that is, how to find out what pool a given state belongs to). This is the only input that is distributed to slaves – everything else is generated.
2. Initialize data structures (an empty queue $L$, among others).
3. Create a (random) state belonging to your pool and attach it to $L$.
4. Take the first state $v$ from $L$, find all adjacent states $w$ and detach $v$ from $L$.
5. For every state $w$:
   - compute the transition rates from $v$ to $w$,
   - if $w$ is in your pool and has not been generated yet, then attach it to $L$,
     - else ask another slave ($w$’s owner) about $w$’s index in $Q$,
   - insert the transition rate into the matrix $Q$.
6. If any slave asks you about a state and this state has not been generated yet, then attach it to $L$.
7. If your queue $L$ is empty, then let the master know it, else go to 4. When the master gets such information from every slave, the algorithm is over. Else go to 4.

Steps 5 and 6 are conducted in parallel.

After these steps every slave has its own (horizontal) part of the matrix $Q$, as shown below ($p$ is the number of slaves):

$$Q = \begin{bmatrix}
    Q_0 \\
    Q_1 \\
    \vdots \\
    Q_{p-2} \\
    Q_{p-1}
\end{bmatrix}.$$

The second step was to parallelize one of the methods of solving huge linear systems [13]. We decided to use iterative GMRES [14], because of its relative
good speed and accuracy and ease of vectorization [15] and parallelization [5,11].

We decided to choose a master-slave approach. It was rather natural decision because after the generation we have the transition rate matrix $Q$ distributed evenly (more or less) among all the generating slaves. Now, those slaves are going to solve the equation $\pi Q = 0$ together. In this part of our application the master has more work to do than in the generation. Namely, it makes all the operations on vectors (there are quite a lot of them in GMRES) with the use of the ATLAS library [16]. However, the matrix $Q$ resides in the slaves, so operations on the matrix (that is, multiplying it by various vectors) are held as follows. Respective parts of a vector to be multiplied are sent to the slaves by the master, the slaves multiply them by their own parts of the matrix $Q$ and send results to the master, which totals them.

So, the second part of the application – namely solving the equation $\pi Q = 0$ – starts where the generation ended, and it is following (steps for the master, slaves are used only for the matrix-vector multiplication, which is a greater part of all the computations).

1. Choose a (random) initial solution vector $x_0$.
2. Multiply the matrix $Q$ by $x_0$, that is:
   - send a part of the vector $x_0$ to each of the slaves (each slave gets elements of $x_0$ with indices corresponding to row indices of the slave’s part of the matrix $Q$),
   - each slave multiplies its part of $Q$ by its part of $x_0$,
   - receive the partial results from the slaves and sum them up to get overall result.
3. Find the orthonormal basis and the Hessenberg matrix with the use of Arnoldi process (there are many multiplications in this step – all are conducted as in step 2).
4. Find a new approximate solution vector $x_0$ from the above basis and Hessenberg matrix [14].
5. If the approximation is not good, go to 2.

Our application is written as a set of C-language files, and the whole communication between machines is implemented with the use of BSD sockets what makes it portable to many operating systems (Linux, Unixes, etc.). Moreover, with the use of such a low-level tool we have more control over the communication and contents sent (so we can keep it reasonably low).

4. A numerical experiment

We tested our application in the following cluster environment: 15 Linux-powered computers (Intel Pentium4 2.80GHz, 512MB RAM) connected with Ethernet 100Mb/s. We tested it for various models, the RED mechanism model described in section 2 among others. Our model was tested with three sets of
parameters which are shown in the left part of Table 1. Here we can also see the size of each model (the number of its states).

Table 1. Parameters and times of computations of tested models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>maximal</th>
<th>number of states</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>Gg</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Rr</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>Gs+Rs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n_l</td>
<td>n_B</td>
<td>n_A</td>
<td>n_N</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39546</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>45684</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second part of Table 1 presents times (in seconds) of computations (Gg, Rr, Gs+Rr) for the selected number of computers (g, r, s). The times are overall times of the respective parts of the application activity, measured with the function time(). Exact meaning of these notations is following:
- g – the number of computers, for which the generation was the fastest;
- Gg – the generation time for g computers;
- r – the number of computers for which solving was the fastest;
- Rr – the solving time for r computers;
- s – the number of computers for which the total working time was the shortest;
- Gs+Rr – the total working time for s computers.

Figures 4-6 show working times for different model parameters and for various numbers of computers.

![Fig. 4. Computation times for the model with 1125 states](image-url)
Conclusions

Our experiments show usefulness of distributed application for generating and solving queuing models. Particularly, the first part of the implementation – the matrix generation – gains a lot of efficiency when about seven computers are used – especially for large numbers of space (here: about 40000).

The second part (the linear system solving) unfortunately does not use the whole computing power which is in the computers (because of communication issues), but for a large number of states solving such a system becomes at least possible for some number of connected computers. Although GMRES is well-known as a scalable algorithm [17] we could not show the adequate scalability for our application.
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